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Negotiations between Austria and the Community have led to an 
agreement on the control and reciprocal pro~ection of quality 
wines and certain wines bearing a geographical ascription. 
The attached document contains the proposal for a Council 
regulation for the approval of this Agreement and the letters 





COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No /80 
of 1980 
concluding the Agreement bet1.;een the European Economic Communi t~r 
and the Rep~lic of Austria on the control and reciprocal protection 
of quality ~\fines and certain wines bearing a geographical ascription 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN OOMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and i~ particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
vfuereas Article 52 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 337/79 (1) stipulates 
that for the purposes of marketing t-Iithin the Community, imported l'lines 
intended for direct human consumption and bearing a geographical 
ascription may, where reci~rocal arrangements can be established, be 
covered by the special provisions applicable in the Community to quality 
wines produced in ,specified regions; 
1i1hereas the Republic of Austria has requested that, t·Ihere reciprocal 
arrangements can be established, Austrian quality viines be covered by 
the provisions referred to above and whereas negotiations conducted 
between the European Economic Community and Austria have led to an 
agreement which 'hrill institute betvteen the tt·IO partners such control 
and reciprocal protection in respect of quality wines, 
(1) OJ No L 54 of 5.3.1979. 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
·P~ticle 1 
The Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Republic 
of Austria on the control and reciprocal protection of quality wines 
and certain wines bearing a geographical ascription is hereby approv~d 
on behalf of th~ Community. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this ~egulation. 
Article 2 
Th~ President of the Council is hereby authorized to designate the 
person empowered to sign the Agreement in order to bind the Community. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day f~llowing that of its 
publication in the Official ·Journal of the European Communities (1). 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 1980. 
For the Council, 
The President 
(1) The date of entry into force of the-Agreement annexed to this 
Regulation wi~l be published in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities throug~ the good offices of the Council's General Secre-
tariat. 
AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
" AND THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA 
ON THE CONTROL 
,, 
AND RECIPROCAL PROTECTION OF QUALITY \~liNES 
AND CERTAIN WINES 




THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, and 
THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA, 
of the other part, 
HAVING REGARD to the interest of both Contracting Parties 
in the control and reciprocal protection of quality.wines 
and certain wines bearing a geographical ascription, 
HAVE DECIDED TO CONCLUDE THIS AGREEMENT: 
ARTICLE 1 
Ea'ch of the Contracting Parties shall undertake to 
take all measures necessary for the control and, in 
accordance with this Agreement, for the effective pro-
tection, in particular, against unfair competition in 
trade of wines bearing a geographical ascription referred 




1. This Agreement shall apply: 
(a) as regards wines originating in the European Economic 
Community: 
to quality wines produced in specified regions 
referred to in Regulation (EEC) No 338/79; 
-to table wines described as "Landwein", 
"vin de pays", "vino tipico", "~ta JC"tt. ~ 
(appellation traditionnelle )"and "· otve<; wrtL~'! 
(vin de pays)", followed by the name of the. 
production area attributed to them; 
- to table wines described by means of a geographical 
ascription and subject to special production rules; 
(b) as regards-wines originating in the Republic of 
Austria, to "Qualitltsweine" referred to in the 
1961 Weingesetz, and in particular paragraphs 15, 
16, 19 and 19 a thereof. 
The wines are listed in the Annex to this 
Agree.ment. 
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2. The,Agreement may be extended by mutual agreement to 
other wines designated by the area or region in which 
they were produced, where such wines meet special production 
rules. 
To that end, such wines shall be added to the Annex 
to this Agreement in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 12(a) of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 3 
1. The following particulars shall be protected under 
this Agreement: 
(a) as regards wir.es originating in the European Economic 
Community: 
- references to the Member State in which the wine 
originates; 
- the terms "quality wine produced in speqified 
regions" 1 including the abbreviation "quality 
wine p.s.r." and the equivalent terms and 
abbreviations in the other Community languages; 
- the names of specified regions referred to in the 
first subparagraph of Article 16(5) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 338/79; 
- the names of geographical units which are smaller 
than the specified regions, as referred to in 
Article 14 of Regulation (EEC) No 355/79; 
- the name of a geographical unit referred to in 
Article 2(3)(a) of Regulation (EEC) No 355/79 
attributed by a Member State to wines which are 
the subject of the agreement provided for in 
Article 2(2); 
- the specific terms traditionally ·1sed ,' referred to 
in Article 16(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 338/79; 
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the terms traditionally used and details concerning the 
method of production, a particular colour or type of 
wine referred to in Articles 2(2) and (3) and 12(2) 
of Regulation (EEC) No 355/79, provided that they are 
listed in the Annex to this Agreement; 
(b) as regards wines originating in the Republic of Austria: 
- the term "Osterreich" or other terms indicating that 
country, 
the names of the L~nder of Austria, its wine-growing 
regions and subregions and communes, and the ?ames 
of intracommunal vineyard slopes ("Riede") and of 
intercommunal vineyard areas ("Grosslagen") listed 
< 
in paragraph 1 of Section 15 of the 1961 Weingesetz, 
- the terms referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of 
section 19 and in section 19 a of the 
1961 Weingesetz, 
the terms provided for in paragraphs· 8 and. 9 of 
section 21 of the 1961 Weingesetz. 
2. Save as otherwise provided in the Protocol annexed to 
this Agreement, the descriptions referred to in the first, 
second, third, fourth ar.d fifth indents of paragraph 1(a) 
as being protected by the Agreement within the territory 
of the Republic of Austria shall be reserved exclusively 
for the wines 'originating in the territory of the Community 
to which they apply and may be used only in accordance with 
Community rules, 
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Where one of these descriptions is identical with the 
name of a geographical unit outside the territory of the 
Community, the preceding subparagraph shall not preclude I 
the use of such description for wines obtained from grapes 
harvested and processed in that geographical unit provided 
the name of that geographical unit is used-for the descrip-
tion of the wines in accordance with Community rules. 
Additional details relating thereto may be provided for in 
the Annex to this Agreement in accordance with the pro~edure 
referred to in Article 12(a). 
3. Save as otherwise provided in the Protocol annexed to 
this Agreement, the descriptions referred to in the first 
and second indents of paragraph 1(b) as being protected by 
the Agreement within the territory of the Community, as 
defined in Article 15 of this A~reement, shall be reserved 
exclusively for the Austrian wines to which they apply and 
may be used only in accordance with the conditions laid down 
in Austrian rules. 
Where one of these descriptions is identical with the 
name of a geographical unit outside the territory of the 
Republic of Austria, the preceding subparagraph shall not 
preclude the use of such description for wines obtained 
from grapes harvested and processed in that geographical 
unit, provided the name_ of that gecgraphical unit is used 
for the description of the wines in accordance with 
Austrian rules. Additional details relating thereto may be 
provided for in the Annex to this Agreement in accordance 
with the procedure referred to in Article 12(a). 
4. Save as otherwise provided in the Protocol to this 
Agreement, 
- the descriptions referred to in the sixth and seventh 
indents of paragraph 1(a) above as beiryg protected by 
the Agreement within the territory of the 
Republic of Austria and 
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- the descriptipns referred to in the third and fourth 
indents of paragraph 1(b) above as being protected by 
the Agreement within the territory of the 
Community, 
may be applied to wines originating in a Member State of 
the European Economic Community, the Republic of Austria or 
any other State only on condition that such use is provided 
for in the rules applicable in the State concerned in 
respect of its internal market and is recognized by both 
Contracting Parties. 
5. Where the name or the name of the firm of,the 
bottler or any other person involved in the distribution 
is liable to create a false impression as to the 
product's origin, the 'name or firm's name may be used only 
if it is printed in less conspicuous letters than those 
used for the other particulars used to describe the wine 
and if it is preceded by details of the professional 
activity of the person in question. All th~s information 
must be on one line and in identical lettering. 
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ARTICLE 4 
1. .With a view to the prevention and detection of any 
infringement of Community provisions relating to the wine 
sector and falling within the scope of the Agreement or 
provisions of the Member States adopted under Community 
provisions on the one hand and of the corresponding 
Austrian provisions on the other, the Community and the 
Republic of ·Austria shall notify one another of the names 
and addresses of_the authorities responsible for enforce-
ment of the abovementioned provisions. Close direct 
collaboration shall be maintained at all times between 
those authorities. 
2. If a description protected under this Agreement is 
used for commercial purposes in contravention. of 
Article 3(2) to (5) for the designation of a wine, 
particularly on the label or in official or commercial 
documents or in advertising, the necessary administrative 
.or legal action which is provided· for in Austrian 
legislation, or, in the case of the Community, in that 
of the Member State, shall be applied in order to combat 
unfair competition or to prevent in any other way the 
illegal use of descriptions. 
3. Paragraph 2 shall also apply where the descrip-
tions protected by the Agreement are used either in 
translation or with a mention of the true origin or 
with the addition of terms such as "kind", "type", 
"style", "imitation" or other like expressions. 
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4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 shall also apply to'translations 
of descriptions provided for by Austrian legislation or 
of a Member State of the Community where the translation~ 
into the language or languages of the other Contracting 
Party, consists of a word which is liable to be misleading 




1. Article 4 shall also apply: 
- where indications, marks, names, inscriptions or graphic 
representations which directly or indirectly give false 
or misleading information as to the provenance, origin, 
nature, variety or physical qualities of the wine appear 
on containers or packaging, in advertising, or in 
offiqial or commercial documents relating to wines whose 
descriptions are protected under this Agreement; 
- where, for packaging, cont~iners are used which are such 
as create a false impression as to the ori~in. 
2. Registered or unregistered .trade marks used for wines 
whose descriptions are protected under this Agreement may 
not contain words, parts of words, signs or illustrations 
which: 
'(a) are likely to create a false impression of 
in particular the bottler, involved in the 





(b) might be mistaken for the name of a geographical unit, 
the use of which for the description of a wine is 
protected,under this Agreement, 
or 
• 
(c) contain misleading information or information likely to 
be misleading concerning notably the geographical . 
origin, the vine variety, vintage yeaP or superior 
quality. 
ARTICLE 6 
1. To the extent that the legislation of the Member State 
concerned so allows, the benefit of the protection given by 
this Agreement shall be extended to natural and legal 
persons arid to federations, associations and organizations 
of producers, traders or consumers whose headquarters are 
in the Republic of Austria. 
2. To the extent that Austrian legislation concerned so 
allows, the benefit of the protection given by this 
Agreement shall be extended to natural and legal persons 
and to federations, associations and organizations of 
producers, traders or consumers whose headquarters are 
in the Community. 
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ARTICLE 7 
' 1. Each of the Contracting Parties may, if necess~ry 
for attaipment of the objectives of this Agreement, 
request of the other Contracting Party in writing that 
authorization be given for import or temporary admission 
only if a document duly endorsed by the competent 
authorities accompanies the ~ine. The said document must 
enable the wine to be identified and must attest, in 
accordance with conditions to be laid down by mutual 
agreement between the Contracting Parties in accordance 
with the procedure referred to in Article 12(e), th~t one 
or more of the particulars referred to in Article 3(1) may 
properly be applied to it. The other Contracting Party 
must acknowledge receipt of such notification at the 
earliest opportunity. 
2. When notify~ng the other Contracting Party as 
described in paragraph 1, the Contracting Party must 
indicate the authorities or other departments responsible 
for inspection of the document referred to in paragraph 1. 
A specimen of the document must accompany the communication. 
, 
ARTICLE 8 
1. Wines which, at the time of entry into force of this 
Agreement, are on the territory of one of the Contracting 
Parties and are legally described by the indications 
prohibited by the Agreement,_may be used up until stocks 
run out. 
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Packaging a~d advertizing material which> at the time 
of ent~Y. into force of this Agreement, are on the territory 
of one of the Contracting Parties and legally bear 
indications prohibited by the Agreement may be used up 
over a period of one year from the entry into force of 
this Agreement. 
2. Where alterations are made to the Annex to this 
Agreement, paragraph 1 shall apply from the entry into 
force of such alteratioPs. 
ARTICLE 9 
Without prejudice to Article 4(1) this Agreement shall 
not apply to the description of wines: 
(a) which are in transit through the territory of one of 
th~ Contracting Parties; or 
(b) which originate in the territory of one of the 
Contracting P~rties and which form the subject of consign-
ments in small quantities between those parties under 
the conditions and according to the procedure provided 
for in the Protocol annexed to this Agreemen~. 
ARTICLE 10 
The protection afforded by this Agreement to descriptions 
of wines shall be without effect on the provisions governing, 
now or in the future, the importation of thesa wines into the 
territory of each of the Contracting Parties. 
ARTICLE 11 
This Agreement shall not preclude any more extensive 
protection,afforded, now or in the future, to descriptions 
protected by this Agreement, by the Contracting Parties under 






The representatives of the Contracting Parties shall 
maintain direct contact on all matters relating to the 
implementation of this Agreement. 
In particular, the competent bodies of the Republic 
of Austria and .the Commission of the European Communities 
shall:· 
(a) make amendments to the Annex and Protocol to this 
Agreement by mutual agreement to take account .of any 
amendments to the legislative and regulatory pro-
visions of the Contracting Parties; 
(b) notify each other of legal decisions concerning the 
application of this Agreement and inform each other of 
measures adopted on the basis of such decisions; 
(c) notify each other if they have reasonable cause to 
suspect that wines referred to in Article 2 originating 
in the territory of the other Contracting Party do not 
conform to the provisions governing their production, 
entry into free circulation and their description and 
presentation where such a case is of specific interest 
or is such as ~ight justify administrative measures or 
judicial proceedings; 
(d) examine the measures taken by the other Contracting 
Party pursuant to this Agre~ment, particularly 
as regards amendments to legislative and regulatory 
provisions; 
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(e) send each other the comn1unications referred to in 
Article 7 and forward the documents which must accompany 
the wines, after mutual agreement has been reached on 
the rules governing such documents; 
(f) meet if necessary to discuss technical matters arising 
from application of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 13 
The Contracting Parties shall take all general and 
specific actions required to ensure that the obligatioris imposed 
by this Agreement are fulfilled. They shall work for the 
attainment of the objectives set out in the Agreement. 
ARTICLE 14 
If one of the Contracting Parties considers that the 
other has failed to fulfil an obligation under this 
Agreement, it may take appropriate precautionary measures 
to enable the Agreement to b~ applied. 
ARTICLE 15 
The Agreement shall apply, on the one hand~ to the 
territories in which the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community is applied and under the conditions 
laid down in that Treaty and, on the other hand, to the · 




The Protocol and Exchange of Letter~ annexed to this 
Agreement shall form an integral part thereof. 
ARTICLE 17 
This Agreement is drawn up in duplicate in the Danish, 
Dutch, English, French, German, Greek and Italian languages, 
all these texts being equally authentic. 
ARTICLE 18 
1. This Agreement shall be subject to approval or 
ratification in accordance with the Contracting Parties' own 
procedures and the Parties shall notify each other of the 
completion of the procedures necessary for that purpose. 
2. This Agreement shall enter into force on the first day 
of the second month following mutual notification by the 
Contracting Parties of the conclusion of the procedures 
for approval or ratification of the Agreement and on 
1 January t981 at the earliest. 
3. Each of the Contracting Parties may denounce this 




The wines covered by this Agreement are the following: 
A. As regards the European Economic Community 
I. Wines originating in the Federal Republic of Germany: 
_ These wines are designated by the term 
"Qualit!tswein b .A.'' or by a specific traditional 
expression referred t~ in 1 by the name of a specified 
region referred to in 2 and by the indication n•mtliche 
Prilfungsnummer" or the abbreviation "A.P.Nr" followed 
by a number. 
The wines may be designated in addition by the 
name of a sub-region (= Bereich) and/or the name of a 
wine-growing commune or part of commune referred to in 
subparagraph 2.2 and a vineyard name (= Lage) not 
listed individually in this Annex. Such wines may 
further be described by ·an additional traditional 
expression and/or details concerning the method of 
· production and type of wine referred to in sub-
paragraph 3. 
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1. Specific traditional eipressions: 
- "Qualitlttswein" 
or 
- "Qualit§.tswein mit Pr§.dlkat" accompanied by one of the 
following indications: "Kabinett", "Sp§.tlese", 
"Ausiese", "Beerenauslese" or "Trockenbeerenauslese". 
2. Geographical ascriptions 
2.1. Names of specifjed wine-growing regions: 
- Ahr 











2. 2. Names of sub-regions, camn.mes and parts of c.cmnunes: 
- V 
2. 2. 1. Specified region Ahr: 
a) sub-region: 
Bereich Walporzheim/Ahrtal 

































Bad Ems Dausenau 






























































b) carmmes or pa!'ts of corrmunes: 
-
Alf Hatzenport Mertesdorf 
Alken Helfant·Esingen Mesenich 
AQdel Hetzerath Metternich 
Avelsbach Hockweiler Metzdorf 
Ayl Hupperath Meurich 
Bausendorf I gel Minheim 
Beilstein Irsch Monzel 
Bekond Kaimt Morscheid 
' 
' 
Ben gel Kanzem Moselkern 
Bernkastel-Kues Kasel Moselsiirsch 
Beuren Kastel·Staadt Moselweiss 
Bitzingen Kattenes Miiden 
Brauneberg Kenn Miihlileim 
Bremm ICernscheid Neef 
Briedern Kesten Nehren; 
Briedel· Kinheim Nennig' 
:Qrodenbach Kirf Niederemmel 
Bruttig-Fankel Klotten· Neumagen-Dhron 
Bull ay Kliisserath Niederfell 
Burg Kobern-Gondorf Niederleuken 
Burgen Koblenz Niedermennig 
Cochem Konz Nittel 
Cond Kollig Noviand 
Detzem Konen Oberbillig 
Dhron Kovenich Obereaael 
Dieblich Kowerich Oberme~ig 
Dreis Korlingen Oberfell 
Ebernach Krettnach Oberperl 
Ediger-Eller ICreuzweiler Ockfen 
Edingen Krov Olewig 
Ellenz-Poltersdorf Kues Onsdorf 
Eitelsbach Langsur Osann-Monzel 
Enkirch Lay Palzem 
Eller Lehmen Pellirigen 
Ens eh Leiwen Perl 
Er~en Liersberg Piesport 
Ernst Lies er Platten 
Esingen Long en PoiiiDern 
Falkenstein Longuich Poltersdorf 
Fankel Lo£ Polich 
Fell Lorsch Portz 
Fellerich Losnich Piinderich 
Filsch Lorenzhof Ralingen 
Filzen Maring-Noviand Rehlingen 
Fisch Ma~~min Griinhaus Rachtig 
Flussbach Mehring Reil 
Franzenheim Mennig Riol 
Godendorf Merl Riveris 
Graach 1 Rivenjch 
Grewenich Ruwer 
Giils Saarpurg 
Goad or£ Schar.zhofberg 




































Bereich Schloss Bockelheim 






















































































































































































• Elsheim Hillesheim Pleitersheim 
Eich Hohen-Siiizen Ro111111ersheim 
Eimsheim Horchheim Sankt Johann 
Engelstadt Horrweiler Saulheim 
Ensheim Ingelheim Schafhausen 
• Erbes-lliidesheim Jugenheim Scliornsheim 
Eppelsheim Kempten Schimsheim 
Esselborn Klein-Winterheim Schwabenheim 
Essenheim Kettenheim Schwabsburg 
Fin then K"ongernheim Selzen 
Florsheim-Dalsheim Kriegsheim Siefersheim 
Flomborn Laubenheim Sorgenloch 
Flonheim Leiselheim Spiesheim 
Framersheim Lorzweiler Sponsheim 
Freilaubersheim Lonsheim Sprendlingen 
Freimersheim Ludwigshohe Stadecken-Elsheim 
Frettenheim Mainz Stein-Bockenheim 
Friesenheim Hauchenheim Sulzheim 
Fiirfeld Mettenheim Tiefenthal 
Gabsheim 
·Mombach Uffhofen 
Gau-Algesheim Mommenheim Uelversheim 
Gau-Bickelheim Molsheim Udenheim 
Gau-Bischofsheim Horstadt Undenheim 
Gau-Kongernheim Monsheim Vendersheim 
Gau-Heppenheim Honzernheim Volxheim 
Gaulsheim Nack Wachenheim 
Gau-Odernheim Nackenheim Wackernheim 
Gau~Weinheim Neu-Bamberg Wahlheim 
Gensingen Nieder-Florsheim Wallertheim 
Gimbsheim Nieder-Hilbersheim Weinheim 
Grolsheim Nieder-Oim Weinsheim 
Gross-Winternheim Nieder-Saulheim Weinolsheim 
Gumbsheim Nieder-Wiesen Weisenau 
Gundersheim Nierstein Welgesheim 
Gundheim Ober-Florsheim Wendelsheim 
Guntersblum Ober-Hilbersheim Westhofen 
Hackenheim Ober-Olm Wies-Oppenheim 
Hahnheim Ockenheim Wintersheim 
Hangen-Weisheim Offenheim Wollstein 
Harxheim- Off stein Wolfsheim 
Hechtsheim Oppenheim Wonsheim 
Heidesheim Osthofen Worms 
Heimersheim Partenheim Worrstadt 
Heppenheim Pfaffen-Schwabenheim Zornheim 
Herrnsheim Pfeddersheim Zotzenheim 
Hessloch 
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2. 2. 8. Specified region. Rheinpfalz: 
a) sub-regions: 
Bereich Mittelhaardt Deutsche Weinstrasse 
Bereich sudliche Weinstrass~ 















































































Herxheim bei Landau 



































































































2 • 2 ~ 9 • Specified region Franken: 




Weisenheim am Berg 
Weisenheim am Sand 
Weyher i.d.Pf. 
Winden 
b)· communes or parts of communes: 
Abtswind Ebelsback 





, Astheim Erlasee 
Aura a.d. Sa.le Erlenbach a.M. 






























































HolJ.rich Mainbernheim Prappach 
Homburg-a. Main Mail;lstockheim Prichsenstadt 
Ho l~:kirchen Margetshochheim Prosselsheim 
Hol~:kirchhausen Martinsheim Ramsthal 
Hor~;tein Marktbreit Randersacker 
Hundelshausen Markt Einershei~ Remlingen 
Hiit1~enheim Markt Erlbach Repperndorf 
Ifftgheim Marktheidenfeld Retzbach 
Iphofen Markt Nordheim Retzstadt 
Ippt!sheim Marktsteft Riedenhe:i:m 
Ipsheim Michelau i.Steigerwald Rimbach 
Kaaterforst Michelbach Rimpar 
KarJ.burg Michelfeld Rodelsee 
KarJ.stadt Miltenberg Rottenberg 
Kaubenheim Monchstockheim Rottingen 
Ki~:ingen Miihlbach Rossbrunn 
KleJ.nheubach Jllutzenroth Rottendorf 
Kleinlangheim Neubrunn Riick' 
Kle:l.nochsenft:rt Neuses a.Berg Riidenhausen 
nixtgenberg Neusetz. Riigshofen 
Knetzgau Nordhei,m a. Main Saaleck 
Kohl er Obereisenheim Sand a. Main 
Kon:l.gsberg i.Bayern Oberleinach Segnitz 
Krautheim Obernau Sein,sheim 
Kreuzwertheim Obernbreit Sickershausep. 
K.rw11 Oberschleichach Sommerau 
Laudenbach Oberschwappach Sommerach 
Len~:feld Oberschwarzach Sommerhausen 
.Leni:fu:z::t Obervolkach Silgenhei.ai 
Lenkersheim Ochsenfurt Sulzfeld 










































Bereich Bayerischer Bodensee 
Bereich Kocher-Jagst~Tauber 
Bereich Remstal-Stuttgart 
Bereich Wiirttembe~·gisch Unterland 
































Zeil a. Main .. 
Zeilitzheim 
Zell a. Main 















Breuningsweiler· Grunbach Lauffen 
Biirg Guglili"gen. · Lehrensteinsfeld 
Burgbronn Gilndelbach T .. eingarten 
Cleebronn Gundelsheim Leonbronn 
Cleversulzbach Haagen Lienzingen 
Creglingen Haberschlacht Lindau 
Criesbach Hafnerhaslach Linsenhofen 
Degerloch Hanweiler Lochgau 
Diefenbach Harsberg I.owenstein 
Dimbach Ha.usen/Za.ber 1udwigsbur.g 
Dorzbach Hebsack Maienfels 
-
Diirrenzimmern H6delfingen Marbach/Neckar 
Duttenberg Heilbronn Markelsheim 
Eberstadt Hertmannsweiler Markgronl.ngea. 
Eibensbach Hessigheim Massenbachhausen 
Eichelberg Heuholz Maulbronn 
Ellhofen Hirschau Meimsheim 
Elpersheim Hopiigheim Metzingen 
Endersbach Hosslinsiilz Michelbach a.W. 
Ensingen Ho£ und tembach Mockmiihl 
Enzweihingen Ho fen Miihlacker 
Eppingen · Hoheneck ·· Miihlhausen 
Erdmannhausen Hoh(!nhaslach Miihlhausen/Enz . 
Erlenbach Hohenstein Miinster 
Erligheim Horkheim Mundelsheim 
Ernsbach Horrheim Murr 
Eschelbach Illingen Neckarsulm 
Eschenau Ilsfeld Neclrarweihingen 
Esslingen Ingelfingen Neckarwestheim 
Fellbach Ingersheim Neipperg 
Feuerbach Ka_pp :i.s.b.iuse rn Neudenau 
Flein Kernen Neuenstadt' a.K. 
Forchtenberg Kesselfeld Neuenstein 
Frauenzimmern Kirchberg Neuffen 
Freiberg/Neckar Kirchheim Neuhausen 
Freudenstein Kleinaspach Neustadt 
Freudental Kleinbottwar Niederhofen 
Frickenhausen Kleingartach Niedernhall 
Gaisburg Kleinheppach Niederstetten 
Geddelsbach Kleiningersheim NonneDhorn 
Gellmersbach Kleinsachsenheim Nordhausen 
Gemmrigheim Klingenberg Nordheim 
Gerads tet t,en Knittlingen Oberderdingen 
Gerlingen Kohlberg Oberohrn 
Grantschen Korb Obersollbach 
Gronau Kressbronn/Bodensee Oberstenfeld 
Grossbottwar 'Kiinzelsau Oberstetten 
Grossgartach Langenbeutingen Obersulm 
Grossheppach Laudenbach Obertiirkheim 
Grossingersheim 


























































Bereich Badische Bergstrasse Kraichgau 
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• 
b) communes or parts of communes: 



















































































•• I Fessenbach HUgelheim Lorrach 
Feuerbach . Hugsweier Lottstetten· · 
Fischingen Huttingen Liitzelsachsen 
Flehingen Ihringen Mahlberg 
Freiburg IJJIIIenstaad Malsch 
Friesenheim Impfingen Malschenberg Gailingen I stein Malterdingen Gemmingen Jechtingen Marbac.h 
Gengenbach Johlingen M~rkdorf 
Gerlachsheim Kappelrodeck Mauchen 
Gissigheim Karlsruhe-Durlach Meersburg 
Glottertal Kembach Mengen 
Gochsheim Kenzingen Menzingen 
Gottenheim Kiechlinsbergen Merdingen 
Grenzach Kippenhausen Merzhausen 
Grotzingen Kippenheim Michelfeld 
Grossrinderfeld Kirchberg Mietersheim 
Grosssachsen Kirc:hardt Mosbach 
Grunern Kirc:hhof~n Miihlbach 
Hagnau Kleinke~s Miihlhausen 
Haltingen Klepsau Miillheim 
Has la eh Klettgau: Miinchweier 
lfassmersheim IC'ondringeu Miinzesheim 
Hecklingen Konigheim Mundingen 
Heidelberg Konigschaffhausen MW12ingen 
· Heidelsheim Konigshofen Nack 
Heiligenzell Konstanz Nec:karmiihlbach 
Heimbach Kra.icl:.tal Neckarzimmern 
Heinsheim Krautheim Nesselried 
Heitersheim Kiilsheim Neudenau 
Helmsheim Kiirnbac:h Neuenbiirg 
Hemsbach Lahr Neuershausen 
Herbolzheim Landshausen Neusatz 
Herten Langenbriicken Neuweier 
Hertingen Lauda Niedereggenen 
Heuweiler Laudenbac:h Niede.rrimsingen 
Hilsbach Lauf Niederschopfheim 
Hilzingen Laufen Niederweiler 
Hochburg La.utenbach Nimburg 
Hohefeld Lehen Nordweil 
Hofweier Leimen Norsingen 
Hohensachsen Leiselheim Nussbach 
Hohenwettersbach Leutershausen Nussloch 
Holzen Liel Oberac:hern 
Horrenberg Lindelbach Oberac,er Lipburg 
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• Oberbergen Rotenberg Tunsel 
Obereggenen Riimmingen Tutschfelden 
Obergrombach Sachsenflur Uberlingen 
Oberkirch Sa.lem Ubstadt 
Oberlauda Sasbach Ubstadt-Weiler 
Oberowisheim Sasbachwalden Uissigheim 
Oberrimsingen Schallbach I Ulm 
Oberrotweil Schallstadt-Wolfen- Untergrombach 
Obersasbach weiler Unt erowj.she im 
Oberschopfheim Schelingen Unterschiipf 
Oberschiipf , Scherz1ngen Varnll.alt 
Obertsrot Schmieheim Wagenstadt 
Oberuhldingen Schlatt Waldangelloch 
Oberweier Schliengen Waldulm 
Odenheim Schriesheim Wallburg 
2t1ingen Seefeldcn Waltershofen 
Odsbach Sexau Walzbach·tal 
Ostringen Singen Wasenweiler 
Offenburg Sinsheim Weiher 
Ohlsbach Sinzheim Weil 
Opfingen Sollingen Weiler 
Ortenberg Stadelhofen Weingarten 
Ottersweier Staufen Weinheim 
Paffenweiler Steinbach , Weisenbach 
Rammersweier Steinsfurt Welmlingen 
Rauenberg Steinenstadt Werbach 
Rechberg Stet ten Wertheim 
Reichenau Stettfeld Wettelbrunn 
Reichenbach Sulz Wiesloch 
Reichholzheim Sulzbach Wildtal 
Renchen Su!zburg Wintersweiler 
Rettigheim Sulzfeld Wittnau 
Rheinweiler Tairnbach Woschbach 
Riedlingen Tannenkirch Wollbach 
Riegel Tauberbischofsheim Zaisenhausen 
Ringelbach Tiefenbach Zell-Weiet"bach 
Ringsheim Tiengen Zeutern 
Rohrbach a.G. Tiergarten Zungweier 
Zunzingen 
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3. Additional traditional expressions and details concerning the method, 











II. Wines originating in the French Republic: 
Ila. Quality wines produced in specified regions: 
These wines are'designated by the term "vin de qualite_produit dans une 
region determinee" or by a specific traditional expression referred to in · 
subparagraph 1; they are listed in subparagraph 2. 
These wines may be designated in additon by the name of a geographical 
unit which is smaller than the spe~ified region and not "listed indi-
vidually in this Annex and an additional traditional expression and 
details concerning the method of production, a particular colour or the 
type of wine referred to in subparagraph 3. 
1. Specific traditional expressions: 
• 
"Appellation d' origine contr(Hee", 
"Appellation controlee", 




· 2. ~uali ty 1<Jines p. s . r. origina. ting in France 
Alsace and other eastern regions 
Appellations d'origine controlees 
Alsace ou vin d'Alsace 
Alsace Grand Cru 





Pinot ou Klevner 
Sylvaner 
Chasselas ou Gutedel 
Pinot noir 
Vin d'Alsace Edelzwicker 
Cremant d'Alsace 
Vins delimites de qualite superieu~e 
Cotes de Toul 
Vin de la Moselle 
Champagne region 
Appellation d'origine controlees 
Champagne 
Coteaux champenois 
Rose des Riceys 
Burgundy region 













































Bourgogne Ordinaire ou Bourgogne Grand Ordinaire 
Bourgogne Ordinaire Clairet ou Bourgogne Grand Ordinaire Clai~et 
Bourgogne Ordinaire Rose ou Bourgogne Grand Ordinaire Rose 
Bourgogne Hautes Cotes de Beaune 
Bourgogne Clairet Hautes Cotes de Beaune 
Bourgogne Rose Hautes Cotes de Beaune 
Bourgogne Hautes Cotes de Nuits 
• Bourgogne Clairet Hautes Cotes de Nuits 
Bourgogne Rose Hautes Cotes de Nuits 
Bourgogne Marsannay ou Bourgogne Mar~annay La Cote 
Bourgogne Clairet Marsannay 





Chablis grand cru 
Chambertin 











Clos de la Roche 





Cote de Beaune 




















~ Cote de Brouilly 
Cote de Nuits-Villages 
Cremant de Bourgogne 


































































































Vins delimites de qualite superieure 
S . d S. \B. auv1gnon e a1nt- r1s 
Jura and Savoy regions: 






Cotes de Jura 
Cote de Jura mousseux 
L'Etoile 
L'Etoile mousseux 
Mousseux de Savoie Ayze 
Petillant de Savoie ou Vin de Savoie petillant 
Roussette de Savoie ou Vin de Savoie Roussette 











Vin de Savoie 
















Vin de Savoie mousseux or Mousseux de Savoie 
Vins delimites de qualite superieure 
Mousseux du Bugey ou Vin du Bugey mousseUx 
Petillant du Bugey ou Vin du Bugey petillant 
Roussette du Bugey 







Vin du Bugey 






Vin du Bugey Cerdon petillant \ 
Vin du Bugey Cerdon mous~eux 
Vin du Lyonnais ou Coteaux du Lyo~ais 
Cotes du Rhone region: 




Clairette de Die 
Clairette de Die mousseux 
Condrieu 
Comas 
Coteaux du Tricastin 
Cotes du Rhone 










Cotes du Rhone•Villages 
Cote Rotie 









Vins delimites de qualite superieure 
Coteaux de Pierrevert 
Cotes du Luberon 
Cotes du.Vivarais , 




Provence and Corsica: 
Ap~ellations d'origine controlees 
Bandol ou vin de Bandol 
Bellet ou vin de Bellet 
Cassis 
Palette 
Cotes de Provence 
Vin de Corse 
Vin de Corse Patrimonio 
Vin de Corse Coteaux d'Ajaccio 
Vin de Corse Sartene 
Vin de Corse Calvi • 
Vin de Corse Coteaux du Cap Corse 
Vin de Corse Figari 
Vin de Corse Porto Vecchio 
Vins delimites de qualite superieure 
Coteaux d'Aix-en-Provence 





Appellation d'origine contr5lees 
Clairette de Bellegarde 
Clairette du Languedoc 
Collioure 
.Cotes du Roussillon 
Cotes du Roussillon - Villages 
Cotes du Roussillon - Villages - Caramany 
Cotes du Roussillon - Viliages - Latour de France 
Fitou 




Costieres du Gard 
Coteaux du Languedoc 
Coteaux du Languedoc accompanied by one of the following designations of origin: 
Cabrieres · 
Coteaux d~ la Mejanelle· 
Cot~ux de Saint·Christol 










Coteaux de la Mejanelle 
Coteaux de Saint·Christol 
Coteaux de Verargues 
Cotes du Carbardes et de l'Orbiel 
Cotes de la Malepere 
Cotes du Roussillon 












Vin Noble du Minervois ou Minervois Noble 
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South-west region: 




Bergerac Cotes de Saussignac 
Blanquette de timoux 
Cahors 
Cotes de Bergerac 
Cotes de Bergerac Moelleux 
Cotes de Bergerac Cotes de Saussignac 
Cotes de Duras 
Cotes du Frontonnais 
Cotes de Montravel 
Gaillac 











.Pacherenc du Vie Bilh 
Pecharmant 
Rosette 
Vin de Blanquette 
Vins delimites de qualite superieure 
Cotes du Marmandais 
Pacherenc du Vie Bilh 
Tursan 
Vin d'Entraygues et du Fel 
Vin d'Estaing 
Vin de tavilledieu 
Vin de Marcillac 
Bordeaux region: 
Appellations d'origine controlees 
Barsac 







Bordeaux superieur Clairet 
Bordeaux superieure rose 
Bordeaux mousseux 
Bordeaux daut-Benauge 
Bordeaux Cotes de Francs 
Bordeaux Cotes de Castillon 
Bordeaux superieur Cotes de Castillon 
Bourg ou_ Bourgeais (vins rouges) 
Bourg ou Bourgeais (vins blancs) 
Cadillac 
Cerons 
Cotes Canon-Froasac ou Caaoa-Fronsac 
Cotes de Bourg (vins rouges) 
Cotes de B~urg (vins·blancs) 
Cotes de Blaye 
Cotes de Bordeaux Saint-Macaire 






Graves de Vayres 
Haut-Medoc 












Premieres Cotes de Blaye 
Premieres Cotes de Bot·deaux 





































Val de Loire region 
Appellations d'origine co~trolees 
Anjou, whether or not followed by the words Val de·Loire 
Anjou Coteaux de la Loire, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Anjou Gamay, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Anjou petillant, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Anjou mou~seux, whe~her or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Blanc Fume de Pouilly or Pouilly Fume, whether or not followed by the words 
Val de Loire 
Bourgueil, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
· Bonnezeaux, whether-or no~ followed by the words Val de Loire 
Cabernet d'Anjou, whe'ther or not followed by-the words Val de Loire 
Cabernet de Saumur, whether er not followed by the words-Val de Loire 
Chinon, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Coteaux de l'Aubance, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Coteaux du Layon, whether. or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Coteaux du Layon, followed by the name of the commune of origin, whether or 








' Coteaux du Layon-Chaume, whether or not followed by the· words Val de Loire 
Coteaux du Loire, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Coteaux de Saumur, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Creman·l! de Loire 
Jasnieres, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Menetou Salon, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Montlouis, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Montlouis petillant, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Montlouis mousseux, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Huscadet, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
t-luscadet des Coteaux de la Loire, whether or not followed by the words 
Val de Loire 




Pouilly-sur-Loire, whether or not fo~lowed by the words Val de Loire 
'\, _ Pouilly Fume de Pouilly Ot' Pouilly Fume, whether or not followed by the w,o_rds 
Val de Loire 
Charts-de-Chaume, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Quincy, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Reuilly, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire. 
Rose d'Anjou, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Rose d'Anjou petillant, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Rose.de Loire, whether or not ~ollowed by the words Val de Loire 
Sancerre, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Saint-Nicolas~de-Bourgueil, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Savennieres, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
~avennieres-Coulee-de-Serrant, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
I 
Savennieres-Roches•aux-Moines, whether or nQt followed by the words Val de Loire 
Saumur,_ whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Saumur Champigny, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Saumur .Petillant, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Saumur mousseux, whether or not followed by the words Val 'de Loire 
Touraine, whether or not followed by the ~ords Val de Loire 
Touraine Azay-le-Rideau, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Touraine Amboise, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Touraine Mesland, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Touraine petilla~t, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Touraine mousseux, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Vouvray, whether or.not followed by the words Val de. Loire 
Vou~ray petillant, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Vouvray mousseux, whether or not followed by the words Val de Loire 
Vins delimites de qualite .. superieure 
Chateaumeillant 
Coteaux d'Ancenis, which must be followed by the name of the vine variety-: 






Coteaux du Vendomois 
Cotes d'Auvergne 
Cotes du Forez 
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Vin des Coteaux du Giennois ou Cotes de Gien 
Vin du Haut-Poitou 
Vin de l'Orleanais 
Cote Roannaise 
Vin de Saint-Pour~ain-sur-Sioule 
Vin du Thouarsais 
LIQUEUR WINES 
i) 'Liqueur wines falling within the. category VINS OOUX NATURELS: 





Grand Roussillon Rancio 
Maury 
Maury Rancio 
Muscat de Beaumes de Venise 
Muscat de Frontirnan 
Muscat de Lunel 
Muscat de Mireval 
Muscat de Rives~ltes 





Vin de Frontignan 
ii) other liqueur wines: 
Appellations d'origine controlees 
Clairette du Languedoc 
Frontignan 
Muscat de Frontignan 
Pineau des Charentes ou Pineau Charentais 
Vin de Frontignan 
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3. Additional traditional expressions, and details concerning method of production, a 





- "Grand cru", 
-"Grand vin", 
- ''Vin fin", 
- "Ordinaire", 
- "Grand a.rdinaire", 
- "Superieur(e)", 
- "Cru classe", 
- "ler cru classe11 e , 
- "2 cru classe", 
- "Grand cru classe" 
er ' 
- "1 grand cru classe", 
•· "Cru bourgeois", 
-"Villages", 
- "Clos", 
.. "Camp" , 
- "Edelzwic:ker", 






11 . b. Table wines described as "vin de pays" 
Vin de pa.ys des Hautes-Alpes 
Vin de pays de l'Ardeche 
Vin de pays de l'Aude 
Vin de pays de l'Aveyron 
- Vin de pays des Bouc:hes-du•Rhone 
Vin de pays de la Dordogne 
Vin de pays de la Drome 
Vin de pays du Gard 
Vin de pays de la Haute-Garonne 
Vin de pays du Gers 
Vin de pays de la Gironde 
Vin de pays de l'Herault 
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- "vin j aune !t , 
- "vin de paille", 
- "pelure d'oignon", 
- "vin primeur1', 
- "vin tuile", 
- "vin gris", 
- "blanc: de blanc:s", 
- "vin nouveau", 
-"sur lie", 
- "fruite", 
- "claire~", "clairet1:e", 
- "rousset1:e", 
"" "vendange tardive", 
- "c:lare~", 
- "vta. de. cafe", 
- "selec:~ioa. de grains nobles", 
Vin de pays de l'Isere 
Vin de pays .des Landes 
Vin de pays du Loir·•t-Cher 
Vin de pays de la Loire-Atlantique 
Vin de pays du Lo~ 
Vin de pays du Lot-et-Garoa.ne 
Vin de pays du Maine-et-Loire 
Vin de pays du Puy-de-Dome 
Vin de pays des Py~enees-Atlantiques 
Vin de pays des Py~enees-Orientales 
Vin de pays du Tarn 
Vin de pays du Tarn-et-Garonne 
Vin de pays du Var 
Vin de pays du Vauc:luse 
Vin de pays de la Vendee 
III. Wines originating in the Italian Republic: 
IIIa. Quality wines produced in· specified regions: 
These wines are designated by the term "vino di 
qualita prodotto in una regione determinata" or by one 
of the specific traditivnal expressions referred 'to in 
subparagraph_ 1; they are listed in subparagraph 2. 
These wines may be further designated by'the name 
of a geographical unit which is smaller than the 
specified region and not listed individually in this 
Annex and by an additional traditional expression and 
details concerning the method of production, a particular 
colour or the type of win~ referred to in paragraph 3. 
1. Special traditional expressions: 
"Denominazione di origine controllata" 
"Denominazione di origine controllata e garantita". 
2. Quality wines p.s.r. from Italy (1) 
Aglianico del Vulture (vecchio; riserva) 
Albana di Romagna (secco; amabile; spumante) 
Alcamo or Bianco Alcamo 
Aleatico di Gradoli (liquorosb) 
Aleatico di Puglia (dolce naturale) 
Alto Adige or Sudtirol, accompanied by an indication 
of one of the following vine varieties: 
Moscato giallo ov Goldenmuskateller or Goldmuskateller 
Pinot bianco or Weissburgunder (spumante) 
Pinot grigio or Rulander (spumante) 
Riesling italico or Welschriesling 
Riesling renano or Rheinriesling 
Sylvaner 
(1 ) Indication of the terms in brackets will be allowed only 
under the conditions provided for by the specific national 




!raminer aromatico or Gewttrztraciner 
Cab ern et 
La&rein roaato or Lagrei.u Kretzer (Lagrein di Griea or 
·· Grieser Lqrein) 
tasrein acuro or tagrei.u dunlcel (Lagrei:l di Griea. or 
Grieser Lagrein) 
Malvasia or ma.J.vasier 
Mer lot 
Koacato rosa or Rose.amuskateller 
Pillot nero · or Blauburgunder ( spumante) 
Schiave or Vernatsch 
Miiller-Thurgau 





Pinot bianc o , . 
Pinot grigi o 
Riesling renano 
AEti Spumante or Aati or Moscato d'Asti Spumante 
Barbaresco 
· Barbera d • J.lba (-superiorer · 
Barbera · d' Aati ( superiore) · 
Barbera del Mon:f'errato (auperiore) 
Bardolino (rosso ; ·chiaretto ; classico ; superiore) 
Barolo 
Bianch~llo del Metauro 
Bianco .Capena (superiore) 
Bianco dei Colli Kaceratesi 
Bianco di Custoza ( spum.ante) 
Bianco di Pi tigliano : · 
Bianco di Scandiano ( •pumm:Lte ; frizzante) 
Bianco vergine Valdichiana 
Bianco della Valdi.nievole (vin santo) 
Boca 
Botticino 




Bre~anzeL accomoanied by an indication VJ.ne varJ.etJ.es: · 
Cabernet (superiore) 
~ot nero (superiore) 
Pinot bianco (superiore) 
Vespaiolo (superiors) 
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of one of the following 
!:riD41si (roeato ; roaso ; riaerva) 
Brunello 41 Kontalcino (riaerva) 
Cabernet 41 Pramaggiore (riaerva) 
Cacc•e mmitte 41 ~cera 
Caldaro or DJ. terer or Laco 41 Cal4aro or X&l. tereraee ( claaaico ; 
classico superior• ; acelto or Aualese) 
Caluao pasaito 
Caluao paaaito l1quoroao 
Campidano di Terralba or Terralba 
C&mlonau 4i Sardegna. ( auperiore naturalmente amabUe ; su.pefibre 
~aturalmente dolce ; superiore naturalmente aecco ; liquoroao) 
Cazmonau di Sardegna ·- Capo P'errato 
Cmmo!'lau di Sardegna - Nepente di Oliena or Ca:anonau di 
Sardegna. - aliena 
Capri (bianco ; roa•o) 
Carema . 
Carignano del Sulcia (rosato ; roaao ; riaerva) 
Carmignano ( ri serva) , 
Castel del Monte (bian~o ; roaato ; roaso ; riaerva) 
Caateller ,. 
Cellatica 
Cerasuolo di Vittoria 
Cerveteri (bianco ; roaso) ' 
Ceaanese di .A:ffile or A:U'Ue . ( spumante ; trizzante) 
Ceaanese di Olevano Roman~ or Ole-.:rano Romano ( a~te ; :tri:zante. 
Cesanese del Piglio or Pi~io { apumante ; trizzante) 
Chianti (vecchio ; riserva), whether or not accomnaniP.o by an 





Colline pi sane 
Colli aret ill.i 
Colli senesi 
Chianti classieo (veeahio ; riaerva) 
Cinque Terre 
Cinque·Terre Sciacchetra (dolce haturale; liquoroso) 
Ciro' ( bianco ; rosato ; rosso ; classico ; riaerva) 
Colli Albani (spumante : 8u~eriore) · 
Calli Altotiberi~i (bianco~ rosato; rosso) 
Colli Berici, accompanied by an indication of one of the 
following vine varieties: 









t - ' 
Colli Bolognesi - Monte s. Pietro - Caatelli Medioevali or 
Colli Bolognesi-di Monte s. Pietro or Colli Bolognesi dei 
Castelli Kedioevali, accompanied by an indication: 
of one of the following vine varieties: 




!iellling i talico, ou 
- of the term Bianco 
Colli di Bolzano or Bozner/Leiten 
Colli !uganei (bianco ; rosso ; moscato ; spumsnte ; superiora) 
Colli Lanur ..ni 
Colli Morenici Ma.ntovani cle~ Garda (rosso ; rosato ; rubino ; 
chiaretto ; bianco) _ 
Colli Orientali del 1riuli, accompaniej by an indication of 










·cabernet (franc and/or sauvi~non) 
Pi.not nero . 
Refosco (nostrano or dal pedunco~o ·rosso) 
Colli Tortonesi, accompanied by an indication of one of the 
following v~ne varieties: 
Barber~ (auperiorel 
Cortes·e ( spumante) 
Colli del Traaimeno (bianco ; rosso) 
Collio Goriziano or Collio, whether or not accompanied by an 












Copertino (rosato ; rosso ; riaerva) 
Cori (bianco ; rosso) · 
Cortese dell'Alto Manterrato (~te ; trizzante) 
Dolcetto d'Acqui (superiore) 
Dolcetto d'Alba (superiore) 
Dolcetto d 'Aati ( superiore) 
Dolcetto di Diano d 'Alba ( superiore) 
Dolcetto di Dogliani ( auperiore) 
Dolcetto delle Langhe Monr·epl.esi ( superiore) 
Dolcetto di Ovada (superiore) 
Dolmaz 
DOrmici 
Elba (bianco ; rosso) 
~er d' Arvier 
!rbaluce di Caluao 
Est ! Est !! Eat !!! di Konte!iascone 
.Etna (bianco ; rosso ; rosato ; superiore) 
Jalerio dei Colli Ascolani 
Para 
Paro ,. 
Piano di Avelli.no (Apianum) 
Pranciacorta (rosso) 
Pranciacorta (Pinot ; spumante) 
l'rascati 
Preisa d'Asti (superior•) · 
Preisa di Chieri ( superiore ; spumante ; frizzante) 
Gambellara ( superiore) 
Gatti.nara 
Gsvi ou Cortese di Gavi 
Ghemme · 
Giro' di Cagiiari {secco or drv ; liquoroso ; riserva) 
Grave del. l'riu;J..i, acc_ornp~anied by: an indication of one of the 
follow1ng v1ne var1et1es: 
J!erlot · · 
Cabernet (franc and/or sauvi~non) 





Greco'di Tufo {spumante) 
Grignolino d 'Asti 
Grignolino del Mon!errato Casalese Qutturnio dei Colli Piacentini 
Ischia Bianco 
Ischia Bianco Superiore 
Isehia Rosso 
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Lambrusco Grasparossa di Castelvetro 
lAmbruaco Reggiano 
Lambrusco Salamino 4~ s. Croce 
Lambrusc o di Sorbara . 
Lamezia 
Latisana, accompanied by an indication of one oi'.the 
following vine varieties: 
Mer lot 







Leverano (bianco; rosato; rosso; riserva) 
Locorotondo ('~SpUipante) · 




Jral vaaia 41 Boa a ( 4olce natural_e _ _; liquoroao) 
Maivaaia cli Cagliari Csecco ()r, arY ; liquoroau ; riaena) 
l&lvasia di Caaorzo 4'Jsti Spumante 
Jlalvuia 4i Castel.nuovo Don !osco (apwumte) 
. llalvuia delle Lipari (pusi to ; 4olce naturale ; liquoroao) 
Marino ( auperi ore ; spwuante ) 
Karsala (tine ; superiore ; vergine ; liquoroso) 
Kartina or Martina l'ranea. (apumante) 
Katino (.oaso ; rosato) 
Jrteliasa (bianco • rosso ; · superiore) 
Keranese di Collina or Meraner Hflgel or Keranese or Meraner 
(Burgravi o or Burggrl.ner) 
Kerlot di Apri.lia 
Jlerlot di ~ore (riaerva) . · 
Jltonica di Cqliari (sec eo or Q.r..,v. _: liauoroso :. ri serva) 
Konica di Sardegna (superioreJ 
Jrtontecarlo 
Kontecompatri Colonna or Montecompatri or Colozma (auperiore) 
Montefa.lco or Montefalco Rosso or Rosso di Montefalco 
Kontefa.lco Sagrantino or Sagrantino di Montefalco (paas.i to) 
Kontello e Colli A.solani. accompanie-d by an indicat1on of one· 
of the following vine varieties: 
Prosecco- (spumante )'' 
Merlot (superiore) 
Cabemet (superiore) , 
Kontepulciano d'Abruzzo (rosso i cerasuolo ; vecchio) 
Jrtonterosso Va.l d 'Arda ( spumante J • 
Kcmtescudaio {bianco ; ros·ao ·; V'ih aanto) 
. Korelliilo di Scansano (riservaL ... 
Jloacato d 'Asti · .. 
Jloscato di Cagliari (l_iauor"oso :. riserva )_ . 
Moscato di Noto naturale or Jtfoscato di Noto (apumante ; liquoroao) 
Koscato di Pantelleria naturale or Moscato di Pantelleria · 
(~te • naturalmente doice) · 
Koscato passito di Pantelleria or Passito di Pantelleria 
(liquoroso) 
Koscato di Sardegna ~pUmante, whether or not accompanied by 
one of the following expressions: 
Tempi~-Pausania or. Tempio 
Gallura 
Koscato di Siracusa . 
Jloscato d~ Sorso __ Sennori (liquoroao) 
Koscato d1 Trani (dolce naturale ; liquoroeo) 
Nasco d~ Cagli&r~ (8 Pcco Q~ n~v . ; liquoroso ; riserva) Nebbiolo d'Alba \SpuMan~eJ -c 
Nuragu.s di CR«liari . 
Oltrepo'Pe.vese, (rosso). whether.or not accomoanied bv an 





Pi:cot ( a!:.tUJP •.. n:be) 
01 t:;-e-po 'hY~~::e, ( rosso), accompg.nied by an indication of one of 
t.h~ fo] lo~ .• .d.T''7" P.xnressions: 
BB."r'h!S.c- P.:r.l o 
Butta"fu.oco 
Sa.'"l.g-.;.P. di Ghlda CEE/ A/ e 55 
Orvieto (elassico) 
Oetuni or Bianco di Ostuni 
O.tuni OttaVianello or OttaTianello 4i Oatuni 
Parrina (bianco ; rosso) 
Piave or Vini del Piave. accompaniea by an inaication of one 






Primitive di Manduria (dolce naturale ; liquoroso) 
Proaecco d1 Conegliano- Valdol?biadene or 'Prosecco di Con~gliano 
or Prosecco di Valdobbiadene {superiore di Cartizze ; 
apumante ; frizzsnte) 
Recioto di Gambellara (spumante) 
Recioto di Soave(liauoroso ; SPM~ante) 
Recioto della Valpolicella(amarone ; liquoroso ; spumante) 
Recioto nella Valpolicella - Valpantena (amarone ; liquoroso; 
-· S'QQI'Tlan:tel _ ~ __ 
RiViera dei-Garda Bresciano '(rosso ;·chiaretto; superiore) 
Rossese di Dolceacqua or Dolceacqua (superiore) 
!osso Barletta (invecchiato) . 
Rosso Cenosa (riserva ;, r.anpsiti!~"j"· 
Rosso di Cerignola ( ri'Serva J 
Rosso delle Colline Lucch~si 
Eosso Conero 
Rosso Piceno (superiore) 
!ubino di Cantavenna 
Salice S~antil:lo ( r.osso ; .. riaerva ; rosato ; prodotto invecchiato) 
S. jana·di Isola capo Rizzuto (rosato; ro~so) 
Sangiovese di Aprilia 
Sangiovese dei Colli Pesaresi 
Sangiovese di Romagna (superiore) 
Santa 'Maddalena. or· St. Ma.gdalener ( clusi eo or nassisches 
Ursprungsgebiet) 
San Severo (bianco ; rosso ; roeato) 
Savuto_(rosato ; rosso ; superiore) 
Sizzano ; . 
Soave (classico ; superiore ; apumante) 
Solopaca (bianco ; rosso). 
Sorni (bianco ; rosso ; a eel to) . _ 
Squinzano (rosato; rosa~ ;.riserva) 
faurasi {riserva} . · 
!erlano or Terlane:- (bia:lco ; classico) · 
~erlano or Terlaner (clas.eico) accompanie-d by .an indication 









!eroldego !otaliano (superiore) 
!ocai 41 Lison (classieo) 
!ocai di San U&rtino della Bat~aglia 
~orgisno (bianco ; rosso ; riserva) 
!rebbianino Valtrebbia 
!rebbiano d'Abruz:o 
!rebbiano di Aprilia 
!rebbiano di Eomagna (s~te) 
Trentino, accompanied by an indication: 








Tram:i.ner aromati eo 
Moscato, or 
- of the term Vino santo 
Valcalepio (rosso ; bienco) 
Valdadige or Eta chtale'r (bianco ; rosso ) 
Valle Isarco or !isackt'aler (Bressenone ou Brixner) , · ac c ompa,nied 
by an indication of one of the following vine varieties: 
Tram:i.ner uomatico or GewUrztrami.ner 
Pinot grigio or R\ll.!nder 
Velt'line-r · ·· 
Sylvan er 
ldllller-Thurgau . 
Valpolicella '(classico ; superior~) 
Valpolicella-Valpantena (superiore) 
Valtellina . 
Valtellina Superiore, whether or not accompanied by ~n 





Velletri '(bianco.; rosso) 
Verdiechio dei castelli di Jesi (classico) 
Verdic.chio di Mateliea . 
Vermentino di Gallura ( superi ore) 
Ver.naccia di Oristano (~periore ; liquoroso) 
Vernaccia di San Gimignano 
Vernaccl.a di Serra.petrona Spumante 
Vin Santo di Ge.m'bellara 
Vino Nobile di Montepul.ciano (riserva ; riserva speciale) 
Zap.rolo ( superi ore) · 
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). Additional tradit~onal expressions and details of 
the method cf production, a particular colour or the 
type of wine: 
- •rtaerva• 












.. . ... 
- •a~orzato•, "af\lrsat" 
- •csm1ellino" 















11 abboc ea to 11 ~-
IIIb Table wines designated by means of a geographical asc~iption 
Barber& 4i Castel s. Lorenzo 
Bianco di Nugola 
Bianco Pisano d.i San Trope • 
Bianco Val d 'Arbia. 
Boaco Eliceo 
Camarro 
Priularo cli Bagnoli 
Kenta:na - Konterotondo 
Kerlot del ·Conaelvano 
Mont'e Anti eo 
Nett\mo 
Primitive di Gioia 




IV. Wines originating in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg: 
These wines ar~ designated by the terms "vin de 
qualit€ produit dans une r€gion d€termi~€e" or by the 
specific traditional expression "Marque nationale du 
vin luxembourgeois". The national trade mark shall be 
recognized by a neck label bearing the inscription 
"Vin de qualit€ de la Moselle luxembourgeoise - Marque 
nationale"; this neck label shall also bear the 
designation of the vin~ variety, the harvest year and 
the state control number. These wines may f~rther be 
designated by the name of one of the districts of origin 
listed in subparagraph 1, followed, where appropriate, 
by a vineyard name not listed individually in thi~ 
Annex and the name of one of the varieties listed in 
subparagraph 2. In addition these·wines may be described 
by one of the additional traditional expressions listed 
in subparagraph 3. 
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., 
(a) Names of districts: 
Schengen, Remerschen, Wintringen, Mondorf, Elvange,. 
Ellingen, Burmerange, Schwebsingen, Bech-Kleinmacher, 
Wellenstein, Remich, Bous, Assel, Trintingen, 
Rolling, Erpeldingen, Stadtbredimus, Greiveldingen, 
Ehnen, Wormeldingen, Oberwormeldingen, Ahn, 
Machtum, Lenningen, Canach, Gostingen, Niederdonven, 
Oberdonven, Grevenmacher, Mertert, Wasserbillig, 
Rosport, Born, Moersdorf; 
2. Vine varieties: 
Riesling, Traminer, Pinot gris (Rulander), Pinot blanc, 
Pinot noir, Auxerrois, Muscat Ottonel, Rivaner (Muller-
Thurgau), Sylvaner, Elbling, Chardonnary, Gamay. 
3. Additional traditional expressions: 
- "vin classe" 
- "premier cru" 
- "grand p:remier cru". 
/ 
nT':'T:'IA/- t:.n 
V. Wines originating in the Hellenic Republic: 
V (a) Quality wines produced in specified regions 
These wines are designated by the term "quality 
wines produced in a specified region" or by one of 
the following specifi~ traditional expressions: 
•ovo~oLa DpOEAEUO£W~ •EAEYXO~€vn 
(appellation d' origine control.6e) 
•ovo~oLa Dpo£AEUO£WC •AvwTEPQC DoL6TnTOC 
(appellation d'origine de qualite superieure) 
These wines are also designated by the name of 
one of the following specified regions: 
A.·ovo~La DPO£A£UO£W~ •EA£YXO~€vn 
(appellation d'origine controlee) 
1. LIQUEUR WINES 
1.1. otvoc YAUKUC (vin doux) 
Ed.~oc (Samoa) 
MooxdTo,.na~p~v (Muscat de Patras) 
MooxdToc Plou DaTp&v (Muscat Rion de Patras) · 
MoaxdToc Ke~AnvLac (Muscat de Cephalonie) 
MoOXdToc Pooou (Muscat de Rhodes) 
EnTe Ca (Si tia) 
MooxdToc·An~vou (Muscat de Lemnos) 
Ne~ta (N6mee) 
EavToplvn (Sant~rin) 
Aa<pVtC (Dafnes ) 
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, 
1.2. otvo~ YAUKU' ~UO~K6~ (vin doux naturel) 
tci\.Lo~ (Samos) 
2. 
Maupo6d~n DaTp~v (Mavrodaphne de Patras) 
Maupooa~n Ke~AnvLac (Mavrodaphne de 
C~phalonie) 
MooxdTOC DaTp~v .(Muscat de Patras) 
MooxdTOC PCou DaTp~v (Muscat Rion de Patras) 
MooxdTOC Ke~AnvLac (Muscat de C~phalonie) 
MooxdTOC P6oou (Muscat de Rhodes) 
tnTe Ca (Si tia) 




2.1. otvo~ ~UOLKWC YAUKUC (vin naturellement doux) 
tci~o~ (Samos) 
MooxdTOC DaTp~v (Muscat de Patras) · 
MoaxdTOC PCou DaTp~v (Muscat Rion de Patras) 
MooxdTOC Ke~AnvCac (Muscat d~ C~phalonie) 
MoaxdToc P66ou (Muscat de Rhodes) 
tnTe to. (Si tia) 
MooxdTOC A~~vou (Muscat de Lemnos) 
Ea.vToptvn (Santorin) 
Aa.cpvtc (Dafnes) 




B. •ovo\,LC10(a. llpo£A£Ua£~ • A'V(a)'Ttpa., Do&.6'T1\'TO' 
(appellation d'origine de qualitA supArieure) 




· Po11n6Aa K£~A1\VCa.' (Robola de CAphalonie) 











V b) Table wines designated by the phras~•6vopaoCa xa."Ta 
nap46oon• (appellation traditionelle): 
Pe'toCva. (Retsina) 
P£'tO'va. •A'T't&.K~' (Retsina Attikis) 
P£'toCva.·M~ooyeC~ (Retsina Messoquion) <1 > 
P£'TOCva. ~C~ (Retsina Kropias)( 1) 
or 
Pe"ToCva KopwnCou (Retsina Koropiou) (1) 
Pe'toCva MapxonouAou (Retsina Markopoulou) (1 ) 
P£"ToCva..M£v<iPwv (Retsina Megaron) <1>-
1 ( ) Whether or not supplement~d by the·word •A'T'T&.K~' (Attikis)•~ 
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• 
PE~aLva naLavCac(Retsina Peanias) <1> 
or 
P£~aLva ALon£aCou (Retsina Liopessiou) <1 > 
PE~aLva naAAnvnc (Retsina Pallinis) <1> 
P£~aLva riLKEP~Cou (Retsina Pikermiou) <1 > 
P£~aLva End.~wv (Retsina Spaton) <1) 
P£~aLva BoL~~cac (Retsina Viotias) 
P~~a(va en~~v (Retsina Thivon) 
or 
PE~aCva en~~v BoL~~cac (Retsina Thivon Viotias) 
PE~aLva EuaoCac (Retsina Evias) 
PE~aCva rLcU.~~v (Retsina Gial tron) ( 2 ) 
PE~aCva Kapua~ou (Retsina Karystou) ( 2 ) 
PE~aCva XaAxCoac (Retsina Xalkidas) (2). 
B. As regards the Republic of Austria: 
Wines originating in Austria are designated by one of 
the expressions referred to in subparagraph 1 and by the 
name of one of the L~nder, wine-growing regions or sub-
regions referred to in subparagraph 2. 
These wines may further be designated by the name of 
a smaller geographical unit which'is not individually listed 
in this Annex and by details referred to in subparagraph 3 
concerning the type of wine. 
( 1) Whether or not supplemented by the word "A~~LK~' (Attikis)". 
( 2 ) Whether or not supplemented by the word "Eu~oca, (~vias)" 
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1. Indications as to the designation of quality wines: 
- Qualitatswein 
- Kabinett 
- Qualitatswein bes. Reife und Leseart 
Spatlese or Spatlesewein 
- Auslese or Auslesewein 
- Beerenauslese or Beerenauslesewein 
- Ausbruch or Ausbruchwein 
- Trockenbeerenauslese 
- Siegelwein("Qualitatswein" with the Austrian 
"Weingiitesiegel")(official quality seal) 
2. Names of the Lander, wine-growing regions and subregions 


































- THE CONTRACTING PARTIES HEREBY AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 
l. It shall be prohibited to hold with a view to sale, 
to put into circulation or to export a wine -bearing one 
or m~re of the descriptions referred to in Article ~(1)(a) 
of the Agreement, if wine or grape must not eligible for 
one of the abovementioned descriptions has been added to 
the wine in the Republic of Austria. 
It shall be prohibited to hold with a view to sale, 
to put into circulation or to export a win~ bearing one 
or more of the descriptions referred to in Article 3(1)(b) 
of the Agreement if wine or grape must not· eligible for 
one of the abovementioned descriptions has been added to 
the wine in the European Economic Community. 
2. The Agreement shall also apply to the descriptions 
referred to in Article 3 of the Agreement in respect of: 
red wines originating in the Community which have 
been subjected to coupage before 30 June 1984 with 
wine not originating in the Community, pursuant to 
Community rules; 
red wines originating in Austria which have been 
subjected to coupage prior to the aforementioned date 
with wine not• originating in Austria, pursuant to 
Austrian legislation. 
P/CEE/A/e 2 
3. Pursuant to Article 2(2) the Agreemen~,may be 
4. 
extended to table wines designated '~Landwein", "vin de 
pays", "vino tipico" or " 6voi.DaCa )G't\i ~ 
(appellation traditionnelle)' and "otvoc; 'tOitLHOc\ 
{vin de pays)" in accordance with Article 2(3)(i) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 355/79, which are not listed in the 
Annex when the Agreement is signed. 
Pursuant to Article 2(2) the Agreement may be 
extended to Austrian wines bearing a geographical 
ascription and obtained in accordance with special 
production rules laid down by Austrian le~islation. 
I In view of the fact that the names of communes and 
parts of communes listed below appear in both Part A and 
Part B of the Annex to the Agreement, it is hereby agreed 
that the name of any of the communes or parts of communes 
may be used to describe a wine only where that name is 
accompanied within the same visual field by the name of a 
larger geographical unit in which the commune or part of 















5. In respect of wines originating in the Community a 
vine variety may be indicated only if the variety is 
listed in the classification of vine varieties adopted by 
the Commission of the European Communities in accordance 
with Article 30(4) of Regulation (EEC) No 337/79. 
In respect of wines originating in Austria a vine 
variety may be indicated only if the variety is listed 
in the Regulation adopted by the Bundesminister fUr Land-
und Forstwirtschaft pursuant to Section 19(1)(a) of 
the 1961 Weingesetz. 
The term "Burgunder" may be used to describe wines 
originating in the territory of one of the Contracting 
Parties only in compound forms such as "Blauer 
Spatburgunder", "Blauburgunde:r;o", "Spatburgunder", 
"Frlihburgunder", "Weissburgunder" or "Grauburgunder". 
6. With regard to the natural alcoholic strength of the 
grapes or grape musts used in the preparation of wines 
benefiting from the protection referred to in the Agreement, 
it shall be understood that~ 
(a) the wines referred to in Article 2(1)(a) of the 
Agreement are obtained from grapes, the aforementioned 
strength of which was at least that established for 
that wine by the Member State of origin in the 
Community pursuant to Community rules on the matter; 
P/CEE/A/e 4 
(b) the wines referred to in Article 2(1)(b) of the 
Agreement are obtained from grapes, the aforementioned 
strength of which was at least that established for 
that wine by Austrian legislation. 
The differences between the natural alcoholic 
strengths referred to above shall not prevent import 
of the wines concerned. 
7. Pursuant to Article 9(b) of the Agreement, the 
Agreement shall not apply to: 
(a) quantities of wine of ~5 litres or less: 
- presented as a consignment of commercial 
samples not intended for sale, 
contained in the luggage of travellers, 
- sent in small consignments to private individuals 
if such quantities are clearly intended for their 
personal or family consumption; 
(b) wine forming part of the belongings of individuals 
who are moving house; 
(c) wine imported for trade fairs under the releva·nt 
customs arrangements, provided that the wine 
concerned is put up incontainers of a maximum 
capacity of two litres; 
(d) quantities of wine imported for experimental purposes 
of a scientific or·technical nature up to one 
hectolitre per consignment; 
P/CEE/A/e 5 
• (e) wine intended for diplomatic, consular or similar 
establishments and imported in accordance with the 
exemption granted to them; 
(f) wine forming part of the victualling supplies on 
board international ~eans of transport; 
(g) quantities of wine imported under arrangements 
applicable to persons living in frontier zones. 
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. EXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
CONCERNING ARTICLE 12 OF THE AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA 
ON THE CONTROL AND RECIPROCAL PROTECTION 
OF QUALITY WINES AND CERTAIN WINES 




Lette·r No 1 
Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Republic of Austria on 
the control and reciprocal protection of quality wines and 
certain wines bearing a geographical ascription, signed toda~', 
and in particular to Article 12 thereof. 
In this context I have the honour to inform you that 
·the competent bodies of the Republic of Austria within the 
meaning of Article 12(a) of the Agreement are, on the one 
hand, the Federal Government of the Republic of Austria as far as the 
amendments to the Annex and, those to points 3, 4, 5 and 7 of 
the Protocol to the Agreement are concerned and, on the other 
hand, that body which derives its competence from the Austrian 
federal constitution under the conditions set out therein as 
far as the other points of the Protocol are concerned. 




Letter No 2 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter 
of today's date which reads as follows: 
"I have the honour to refer to the Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the Republic of 
Austria on the control and reciprocal protection of 
quality wines and certain wines bearing a geographical 
ascription, signed today, and in particular to 
Article 12 thereof. 
In this context I have the honour to inform you that 
the competent bodies of the Republic of.Austria within 
the meaning of Article 12(a) of the Agreement are, on 
the one hand, the Federal Government of the Republic of Austria 
as far as the amendments to the Annex and those to 
points 3, 4, 5 and 7 of the Protocol to the Agreement. 
are concerned and, on the other hand, that body which 
derives its competence from the Austrian federal 
constitution under the conditions set out therein as far 
as the other points of the Protocol are concerned.". 
The Community notes the contents of your letter. 







Brussels, 3 Cctober 1980 
6676/2/80 I 
REV 2 ADD 1 




Subject: Exchange of Letters relating to point E of the Protocol 
to the Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Austria on the control and reciprocal 
protection of quality wines and certain wines bearing a 
geographical ascription 
J 
This exchange of letters between the Heads of Delegations of 
ti1e Community and of Austria will be signed at the same time as 
tne Agreement on the mutual recognition of EEC-Austria quality 
wines is signed, but without forming an integral part thereof. 
(The exchange of letters will not be published in the Official 
Journal of the European Communities). 






EXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
RELATING TO POINT 6 OF THE PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
6676/2/80 
AND THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA 
ON THE CONTROL AND RECIPROCAL PROTECTION 
OF QUALITY WINES AND CERTAIN WINES 




· Letter No 1 
,Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement between the 
European Economic c·ommunity and the Republic of Austria on 
the control and reciprocal protection of quality wines and 
certain wines bearing a geographical ascription, signed 
today, and in particular to point 6 of the Proto~ol to 
this Agreement. , 
Point 6 of the Protocol states that the differences 
between the natural alcoholic strengths referred t~ under 
(a) and (b) of that point shall not prevent import of the 
wines concerned. On this point Austria reserves the 
-
right to take, as interim protective measures, appropriate 
steps if, owing to the importation of wines originating 
in the Community and referred to under point 6(a) which 
are made from grapes whose natural alcoholic strength 
is lower than the minimum natural alcoholic strength of 
grapes used for making the wines referred to under 
point 6(b), the market of quality wines originating in 
Austria is threatened with serious disturbances. 
I should be grateful if you would kindly confirm 
that you agree to the foregoing. 







Letter No 2 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter 
of today's date which reads as follows: 
"I have the honour to refer to the Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the Republic of 
Austria on the control and reciprocal protection of 
quality wines and certain wines bearing a geographical 
ascription, signed today, and in particular to point 6 
of the Protocol to this Agreement. 
Point 6 of the Protocol states that the differences 
betweerr the natural alcoholic strengths referred to under 
(a) and (b) of that point shall not prevent import of the 
wines concerned. On this point Austria reserves the right 
to take, as interim protective measures, appropl'iate steps 
if, owing to the importation of wines originating in the 
Community and referred to under point 6(a) which are made 
from grapes whose natural alcoholic strength is lower than 
the minimum natural alcoholic strength of grapes used for 
making the wines referred to under point 6(b), the market 
of quality wines originating in Austria i3 threatened with 
serious disturbances. 
I should be grateful if you would kindly confirm that 
you agree to the foregoing.". 
I am able to confirm, on behalf of my authorities, my 
agreement to the contents of your letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest 
consideration. 
( s . ) 
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1. Indications as to the designation of quality wines: 
- Qualitatswein 
- Kabinett 
- Qualitatswein bes. Reife und Leseart 
- Spatlese or Spatlesewein 
- Auslese or Auslesewein 
Beerenauslese or Beerenauslesewein 
- Ausbruch or Ausbruchwein 
- Trockenbeerenauslese I 
- Siegelwein("Qualitatswein" with the Austrian 
"Weingiltesiegel")(official qualitylseal) 
2. Names of the Lander, wine-growing regions and subregions 













PE~o,va na~av'a.~(Retsina Peanias) <1> 
or 
PE~O,VQ. A~OTtEO,OU (Retsina Liopessiou) (1) 
PE~o,va fiaAAnvn~ (~etsina Pallinis) <1 > 
PE~o(va n~xEP~LOU (Retsina Piker.miou) (1) 
PE~o(va End~~ (Retsina Spaton) <1> 
PE~o,va BOU.t)"t''a~ (Retsina Viotias) 
P~~o,va. ena~v (Retsina Thivon) 
or 
PE~OLVO. ena~ Bo~~~La.~ (Retsina Thivon Viotias) 
PE~o,va. EuaoLa.~ (Retsina Evias) 
PE~O,VQ. r~dA~~ (Retsina Gialtron) (2) 
PE~oLva. Ka.puo~ou (Retsina Karystou) <2> 
PE~o,va. Xa.Ax'6a~ (Retsina Xalkidas) <2>. 
B. As regards the Republic of Austria: 
Wines originating in Austria are designated by one of 
the expressions referred to in subparagraph 1 and by the 
name of one of the L~nder, wine-growing regions or sub-
regions referred to in subparagraph 2. 
These wines m~y further be designated by the name of 
a smaller geographical unit which is not individually listed 
in this Annex and by details referred to in subparagraph 3 
concerning,the type of wine. 
( 1) Whether or not supplemented by the word "A~~~x~' (Attikis)•. 
( 2 ) Whether or not supplemented by the word •Euao'a' (~ias)• 
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B."Ovo~CQ Dpo£A£Ua£~ "Av~•tPQ, DoL6•n•o' 

















V b) Table wines designated by the phras~•6vopaoCQ XQ•d. 
napQOoan• (appellation traditionell~): 
Pe•o'VQ (Retsina) 
Pe•oCVQ •A••Lx~' (Retsina Attikis) 
P£•oCva·M~ooyeC~ (Retsina Messoguion) (1 ) 
Pe•oCvQ K~C~ (Retsina Kropias) (1 ) 
or 
Pe•oCva Kopwn,ou (Retsina Koropiou) (1) 
Pe•oCva MapxonouAOU (Retsina Markopoulou) (1 ) 
Pe•o(vQ.M£y~ (Retsina Megaron) C1) 
(1 ) Whether or not supplemented by the word •A•'tud'\' (Attikis) •, 
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1.2. otvo, YAUKU' ~UO~K6' (vin doux naturel) 
ta:a.Lo, ( Samos) 
2. 
Maupooa~n DaT~v (Mavrodaphne de Patras) 
Maupooa~n Ke~Anvtac (Mavrodaphne de 
C'phalonie) 
MoaxdTOC DaTp~v (Muscat de Patras) 
MoaxdTOC Plou UaTp~v (Muscat Rion de Patras) 
MoaxdTo' K£~AnvCa, (Muscat de C~phalonie) 
MoaxdTOC P6oou (Muscat de Rhodes) 
tnT£ Ca (Si tia) 




2.1. otvo, ·~ua~Kw' YAUKU' (vin naturellement deux) 
tO.~o, (Samos) 
MOOXdTOC DaTpwv (Muscat de Patras) . 
MoaxdTOC PCou DaT~V (Muscat Rion de Patras) 
MoaxdTOC Ke~AnvCac (Muscat de C~phalonie) 
MOOXdTOC P66ou (Muscat de Rhodes) 
tnTeta (Sitia) 
MoaxdToc Anl.Lvou (Muscat de Lemnos) 
tavToptvn (Santorin) 
Aa.cpvtc (Dafnes) 
2.2. otvoc snp6c (vin sec) 
Af\~voc (Lemnos) 
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(S) 
